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LinearTemporal Logic (LTL) [2] is oftenused inmodel check-
ing or verification tasks. An example is runtime verification
of software. We can e.g. use LTL to formulate predicates such
as “the valueof a variablex isalways smaller thanvariabley”.
Different algorithmscanbeused tomonitor thesepredicates
andnotify amonitoring systemwhenever a violation occurs.
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In network monitoring, we would like to use similar approaches but until recently, the closed nature of most network
devices made the use of LTL difficult. With the recent advances in reprogrammable hardware [1] and domain-specific
programming languages, such as P4 [3], usage of LTL in communication networks is feasible.

This master thesis explores the possibilities of P4-based LTL in network monitoring/verification. Main questions are:
What can we achieve with LTL? How can we efficiently implement LTL formulas on network devices? And how can we
cope with the distributed nature of communication networks? More precisely, the work can be roughly divided into the
following work packages:

• WP1: Exploring the possible use cases. Which network properties can be monitored/verified with the help of LTL?
Shouldweworkonaper-flowbasis oronahigher level, e.g. traffic forwardingbetweennodes? Given thecapabilities
of P4, which LTL primitives can we implement efficiently?

• WP2: P4-based implementation of LTL formulas on a single device. A possible monitoring objective could be: "a
router should only receive traffic for prefixes which it has previously announced via BGP."

• WP3: Consider thedistributednatureofnetworks. Howcanwe implementLTL formulas requiring state/observations
frommultiple devices? Howcanwe exchange information between them? Howoften dowehave to exchange state?

The following two papers could be used as inspiration for efficient monitoring [4] in distributed systems [5] using LTL.

Requirements

• Experience with P4 programming is helpful but not required.
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• Prof. Dr. Laurent Vanbever, lvanbever@ethz.ch
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